Synchronize your Service Supply Chain to increase
resilience and deliver better customer experiences
LynX by Baxter Planning enables companies to create truly connected supply chains,
across every workflow, transaction, and trading partner. It is a real-time workflow
management command center that provides every player in the network with the visibility,
automation, insights, and control needed to drive dynamic and proactive operations.

Execution Visibility & Control

Advance Warning System

Track all transactions in real-time
across process workflows for end-toend visibility and control over your
supply chain operations.

Take timely corrective actions based
on predictive and proactive alerts
and prevent SLA breaches and
negative customer experiences.

Integrated Transaction Monitoring

Data-driven Quality Controls

Enable every process partner to
proactively track the movement of
goods for synchronized execution
and timely intervention.

Transaction data quality checks
for completeness and accuracy,
business rule enablement, and
automation guardrails.
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Know it Before it Happens
Monitor and manage transactions across partners, customers, and suppliers
With comprehensive transaction visibility across the network, LynX empowers every function within the
supply chain to move to a proactive mode of managing their operational outcomes.
•

End-to-end visibility into the status
of orders and transactions across the
network using a unified interface

•

Real-time tracking of transactions,
activities, performance metrics, alerts,
and updates across the network

•

Predictive alerts on emerging supply
chain events, flows at risk of missing
service level commitments, and data
issues

•

Insights on trends, patterns, and
reliability of partners for effective and
efficient process execution

Synchronize Supply Chain Execution
Workflow coordination, automation, and acceleration
LynX enables organizations to synchronize every transaction across their supply chain by providing them
with a collaborative platform for agile work management:
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•

Act and track execution using LynX for
transparent supply chain operations

•

Drive efficiency with process
automation, enhanced decision support,
intelligent alerts, and centralized
transaction management

•

Backorder management with chaining/
substitution options and alternative
sourcing locations within SLA-derived
travel times

•

Understand and benchmark partner
effectiveness and reliability over time
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Bridge the Gaps
LynX integrates every system in your supply chain through configurable data flow connections,
resulting in a consolidated command center for all partners in your supply chain operation.
•

Non-invasive data flow integration
across transactional systems in your
network and among business partners

•

Message queue architecture means
you never miss an update on an order

•

Use of third party API’s for data from
business partner systems

•

No constraints on incoming data
formats thanks to configurable data
transformation services

Contact us today to learn more about Baxter Planning
Baxter Planning is focused on solving the unique challenges of Service Supply Chains. Our solutions are
developed based on proven best practices, industry expertise, and a partnership with customers to automate
inventory planning. As a worldwide leader in Service Supply Chain software, Baxter Planning helps customers
with the most complex service challenges serve their customers better.
Want to see how you can save money on excess inventory while delivering on all your service level
agreements? Contact our team today at info@baxterplanning.com.
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